Meeting began at 6:13

Officer Reports:

President’s report:
- Found out some cool things about keys, YAG will not be with us for the next 12 months.
- P-Comm will be meeting probably Thursday night.
- We’re working on planning something for alumni weekend.
- There’s a call for sideshow directors, producers.

Business Manager’s report:
- Did basic business stuff.
- Put in the WeR gold stuff, we totally going to get it.
- We’re using some of that money for the cooling system in the dimmer closet.
- We’re looking at using the Troy T-Shirt company.

Technical Director’s report:
- Not on fire (woo!).
- YAG damage was reported. Good news is YAG probably won’t be using our space in the near future. Please report all broken things to Ben ASAP!
- Updates to the tool certification system are underway, we’re going to incorporate outside training from the Union.
- Key requests are possibly coming, they are in the hands of people more powerful than we are!
  - Hotly worded emails were exchanged.
- We spent some WeR gold money, we’re looking at spending more of it!
- Next Saturday, September 12th 4pm to 6pm the Playhouse will be closed for maintenance.

Membership Chair’s report:
- We had the activities fair, it went really well! 60 to 70 new people are on our lists!
- Mem-comm will be meeting sometime this or next week, talk to Micaila if you’re interested!
- TIPS training, everyone should get TIPS trained, TIPS, TIPS, TIPS!
- Van training is also a thing (must be 21).
- The plan for alumni weekend is tentatively an interactive theater type thing with events, live mixing, and Players jeopardy!
- Lots of people were at work party!

Secretary Historian / Webmaster’s Report:
- Fun fact, [I didn’t type it out D:]
- Old timer newsletter was finally sent out, lots of alumni have replied and provided interesting information.
- Will be taking alumni feedback/events into newsletter.
- Wiki is currently locked under players:whichwayisup thanks to spammers
  - Ben got some great deals on male enhancement pills.

Season Publicity Report:
- Marquees are a work in progress.
Overwhelming positive response to Players shirt orders.

[The rest of the minutes were unfortunately lost by a dying computer]
[I believe they were then taken by Micaila, though I’ve no evidence]